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By Melissa Reid 
(Host of Funk N’ Ska Friday 8:00-9:00am)

Pushing The Buttons

The electronic music paradigm seems to be shifting. 
Heavy bass and repetitive samples have left people 
searching for more. People crave live interactive sets 
over a DJ pressing play on a laptop. These interactive 
DJ’s exist, one not so far from home. 

Grossbuster jumped on the Victoria music scene with 
ska band One Drop, pursuing his love of dub music. 
A little over a year ago he began making beats and 
posting his mixes to SoundCloud, now he is touring the 
nation as Grossbuster. 

Trained in piano since age four, he incorporates 
classical elements to a contemporary sound. 
Grossbuster uses MPC’s (Music Production 
Controllers) keeping his live sets interactive. MPC’s or 
‘pad pushing’ allow the artist complete creative control. 
Think of MPC’s as a powerful drum machine that 

samples artist’s own sounds. 

“I like doing the unexpected, all of a sudden right in 
the middle of a song I drop the Red Army Russian 
Choir,” Grossbuster laughs, “just to throw the 
audience off a little bit. It’s really about keeping 
people’s attention.”

Future Freshness

Grossbuster plays with scratch DJ’s and MC’s 
to keep a live element to his electronic music. 
Complied with his pad pushing skills, his sets are 
bound to be unique. You never know what you will 
get. Additionally, visuals are becoming increasingly 
popular in live shows. Weaving audio to match visuals 
will be a common sight at future shows. 

“My performances are very live and interactive. It’s 
very much like the piano; it requires a lot of focus and 
is a real challenge. I think that [live element] comes 
across in my performance and comes across very 
honest – I’m playing for the audience but I’m pushing 
myself as hard as I can on stage,” says Grossbuster.  

Grossbuster fights our easily distracted generation 
by keeping his sets under an hour and shares the 
stage with live performers. Orilla is a MC who raps 
over some of Grossbuster’s tracks. They met in 
their earlier ska days and created a dynamic duo 
since. Grossbuster’s dubbed out beats create a solid 
platform for Orilla’s hip-hop flow. The pair plans to 
release an EP under Wolf/Sheep Records later this 
fall. 

Since his first show last May, Grossbuster has 
plagued Victoria’s music scene with dubbed out 
electro beats now spreading East and South. By not 
limiting himself to a certain sound; Grossbuster allows 
himself creative freedom. 

“I’m going to push myself as an artist and hopefully 
just make people dance,” says Grossbuster. See 
Grossbuster this September playing his second 
year at Rifflandia, Victoria’s annual music festival. If 
you’re craving something sooner download Dubble 
Mint on Bandcamp for free. Whether you’ve listened 
to Grossbuster’s records or have seen him live, I 
guarantee you will respect electronic music more. 

GROSSBUSTER DIVULGES HIS EXPERIENCE ON BEAT MAKING,

CREATIVE CONTROL AND KEEPING IT REAL.

“I’m going to push myself as an 

artist and hopefully just make 

people dance,”
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cloud nothings focus on the now

By Michael Luis

Most 22-year-olds are still figuring out what to do with their lives, wading through the sludge of student loans 
and summer internships, while blowing the little money they have in music-festival beer gardens. Cleveland, 
Ohio’s Dylan Baldi, 22, and his band Cloud Nothings have toured the world, released four critically acclaimed 
albums, and received coverage from every publication from Pitchfork to your 13-year-old sister’s blog.

When I saw Cloud Nothing’s at Coachella 2013, they were the only band I noticed tearing down their own gear 
after they played, doing so as thousands of fans screamed for one more song. When I arrived at Victoria’s 
Upstairs Cabaret for the interview, he was nowhere to be found. Scoring drugs for the after-party? Hardly. He 
was checking out the used bookstore across the street. 

When we finally do meet for our interview, Baldi is bespectacled with a gruff beard and lanky physique, looking 
like Grizzly Adams if he traded in his musket and bowie knife for black coffee and programming software. 
He answers the questions with a mellow demeanour, accentuating most responses with a dopey chuckle. If 
humble people are “down to earth”, then Baldi is below the earth, somewhere between the mantle and the 
outer crust.  

Cloud Nothings’ first two albums, both written and performed by Baldi on his own before he was 20, featured 
a scuzzy power-pop sound, while 2012’s exemplary Attack on Memory saw him add a full band and piece 
together a brash offering of abrasive indie-thrash. This past April’s Here and Nowhere Else falls somewhere in 
the middle, but according to Baldi, this wasn’t a calculated decision. “It was sort of just how it happened,” says 
Baldi of the album’s sound. “When I’m making stuff, I don’t think in analytical terms. I’m just like ‘Do I like this? 
Sure.’” Thankfully, others liked it too. Many have heralded the LP as one of the years best, and rightfully so. 
Mixing sweet melodies with the unabashed aggression of noise rock and hardcore, the album is gnarly enough 
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for the angsty punk, while also musically deep enough for teahouse music-nerds.

The album also came with two packaging options: a standard edition, and a special edition featuring 
glossy artwork and a blue vinyl pressing. “I just like records, and collecting stuff. I want to make stuff that’s 
collectable,” explains Baldi. “And it would’ve been cool to make every record glossy like that, but it’s too 
expensive. Just to do it with some of those was cool though and it’s a good-looking record.” At the suggestion 
of the record label, Baldi and his bandmates, bassist TJ Duke and drummer Jayson Gerycz, also took Sharpies 
to some copies and stuck them in record stores across the west coast, adding another level of collectability. 
“They’re really stupid,” says Baldi of the doodles, “but they’re good. Somebody will like them.” 

Speaking with Baldi, it’s clear that he’s about the present. The album is called Here and Nowhere Else after all, 
and one of the standout tracks on Attack on Memory was called “No Future/No Past”. This is best exemplified 
in the fact that the band no longer plays any pre-2012 songs. “I just don’t like it,” says Baldi of the material. 
“If we’re playing it, and I don’t like it, even people who want to hear the song, they can tell. ‘This is bad. This 
could be better’ (laughs). So we might as well just not do it.” However, Baldi found out via Twitter that there’s 
a Japanese band that plays exclusively pre-2012 Cloud Nothings songs. “Yeah, that’s weird, right?” remarks 
Baldi. He and his bandmates just recently toured Japan and tried to track down the band to open for them, 
allowing the fans to hear the vintage tracks live. “Because we don’t play those songs, it would be like ‘here’s a 
band who does play them. Check it out.’” Unfortunately, they were unable to locate the group.  

Having released four albums in five years, it almost seems natural that Baldi is already working on the next 
one. The next LP is a collaboration with Nathan Williams of Los Angeles slacker-punks Wavves, which they 
plan on finishing in September. “It sounds like a combo, but it’s also very different from either band. When we 
do stuff together, it sounds different than Wavves and different from Cloud Nothings, but also a mix.” Wait, 
what? “It’s hard to explain,” he clarifies with a laugh.

With four exceptional albums, an evolving sound, a grounded attitude, and the ability to blow the lid off a 
nightclub with a pummeling live show, Baldi is an artist who is easy to fall in love with. Who knows what he’ll 
have accomplished by the time he’s 23. 
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keep the vibes alive

Jazz cats:

By Ross Currie
(Host of Salvaged Sounds Tuesday 6:00-
7:00pm)

YouTube can be a wasteland of musical ideas 
put out by self-proclaimed artists seeking to 
reach the masses with the click of a button, 
or a platform where true musicianship and 
artistry can be showcased to unsuspecting 
eyes and ears. In the case of Toronto jazz trio 
BadBadNotGood’s rise to fame, the latter was 
definitely the case. Comprised of Drummer 
Alex Sowinski, Bassist Chester Hansen and 
Keyboardist Matthew Hansen, the trio had never 
intended reaching the fame that would come 
out of posting a video entitled the Odd Future 

Sessions Part 1 on YouTube in 2011; which was 
nothing more than drummer Alex Sowinski’s 
school project at Humber College’s jazz program 
in Toronto. Eventually the video went viral, after 
Odd Future spokesman Tyler, The Creator 
championed the video, which eventually lead to an 
actually collaboration with the rapper via YouTube. 

Three years on, and two albums of self-released 
jazz-tinged instrumental hip hop under their belts 
(BBNG (2011) and BBNG2 (2012)), along with 
production credits for RZA’s Man With The Iron 
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Fists, Earl Sweatshirt’s Doris and Danny Brown’s 
Old, not to mention backing up Frank Ocean at 
Coachella and performing in Gilles Peterson’s 
basement; the trio has certainly proven that hard 
work and musicianship has made them much 
more than just another Internet sensation. 

“In a very serendipitous way, everything just 
worked out,” says keyboardist Matthew Tavares. 
“We weren’t even trying to be a band, or do this 
as a real thing,” adds drummer Alex Sowinski. 
Just three young kids (Tavares 23, Sowinski 
22, Hansen 22) with a shared appreciation for 
hiphop, coupled with mature jazz sensibilities 
and the proficiency to play it effectively is a 
pretty good indication of a band by most peoples 
standards. 

As much as the band is known for their videos 
and their steady stream of material, their 
live show is also a part of their allure. “In a 
live setting you just want to perform well and 
represent all the ideas you have in that hour-
long set,” says Sowinski. “They both have a 
different level of comfort,” adds Tavares about 
the difference between live performances 
and a studio setting. For many bands, it isn’t 
easy having the studio polish along with 
the spontaneity and energy that comes with 
performing. “You might put in two weeks in the 
studio and it might really drain you, but then 
you have this product at the end that you have 
forever,” says Tavares. So whatever setting 
it may be, Sowinski confidently adds that 
“retaining both” is equally important for the trio.

The trio just released their first proper full-
length III in May 2014 on Los Angeles based 
label Innovative Leisure, with nine original 
compositions touching on everything from post-
bop to progressive rock. “[Innovative Leisure] 
has been really supportive. They’ve wanted 
to keep their hands away from any creative 
ideas we’ve had in our music,” says Sowinski, 
“We’re still able to retain everything we want to 
write and put out,” he adds. This is a good fit 
for a band that is used to doing it themselves; 
as well as having a firm grasp on what they’re 
comfortable with musically. 

“We wanted to put in as much time on the release 
as physically possible, which we did,” adds 
Tavares. All three members were actively involved 
in production and composition for the newest 
record, recording the album to tape with help from 
Toronto-based producer and studio-mate Frank 
Dukes.

For years hip hop producers like J-Dilla, Madlib, 
DJ Premier, RZA, Pete Rock and countless others 
have been preserving jazz traditions in hip-hop 
through sampling its source material. In turn, 
preserving the integrity of the genre and opening 
up fans to explore the diverse tradition that is Jazz. 
It is a welcome sign that a group of youngsters 
from suburban Toronto are exploring their own 
take on both genres, while continuing to subscribe 
to the spirit of improvisation and creation that is a 
tenet of both forms of music. 

Three years is a short time span for such a young 
group of musicians to gain the notoriety they’ve 
gained in both hip hop and jazz circles. As is 
the case for most musicians, the need to create 
something artistically satisfying outweighs the 
fame and admiration. These young guns prove 
that hard work and musicality is still the foundation 
for a solid career in the music industry; and 
industry that continues to move forward, while still 
looking to the past as a reference point.
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By Pascalle Sabine Ricard 
(Host of Fiji Mermaid Wednesday 3:30-5:00pm)

The Monks were creating a sound and a cult 
following, all while they were just killing’ time when 
they made Black Monk Time in 1966. Garry, Larry, 
Eddie, Dave and Roger were GIs stationed in 
Germany in the mid 60’s and were fresh out of high 
school. Fresh faces and fresh minds looking for 
trouble; and a part-time ditch-digging job was not 
cutting the biscuit for these boys. The Monks began 
as The 5 Torquays doing mainly covers and tribute 
performances, while practicing in private their more 
experimental sounds that would later lead to the 
Monks. With the advice from two art school friends 
the Monks began to take form starting with the 
uniform and hairstyle. In the beginning the five pals 
all wore black cassocks and nooses as neck ties 
and the classic tonsure hair style consisting of the 
entire top of the head being shaved. The hair was an 
impulsive gesture done by Dave and Roger with the 
rest of the band following suit. In my mind the hair 
style that the monks decided to take on has been 
remarkable for three reasons:  it is a perfect play 
on the band’s name, it suggests an extreme to the 
point of ironic devotion to their music and lastly it’s an 
early account of making a counterculture statement 
with hair. 70’s and to this day, the shaving of hair to 

make a statement in music hadn’t caught on yet. In 
fact the Monks in many circles became known as the 
anti- Beatles band just by sporting the hairstyle, not to 
mention their unique edgy sounds. 

Even though the Monks just released one album, 
Black Monk Time, it has more than stood the test of 
time and many musicians have claimed it as a key 
influence. Not one song on the album is a miss and 
each has the classic primitive chant-like feel to it that 
somehow verges on sarcastic buffoonery. Admittedly 
it is impossible to pick one song as a favorite, “I Hate 
You” is one that has always warmed my icy heart and 
I have caught myself singing it to my significant others 
every now and again. But the well-known “Monk Time” 
with the gritty repetitious beats has always gotten me 
off, simply making my feet move while making pie in 
the kitchen. Yes Garry we all hate the atomic bomb, 
and we would all like it if Pussy Galore was coming 
down too. The Monks and their one studio album has 
resonating effects on me, being introduce to them 
at the tender age 11 by my mother, the chanting 
voices of Garry, Larry, Eddie, Dave and Roger have 
been osculating in my brain ever since, leaving me 
susceptible to future weird sounds. Check out Eddie’s 
written biography of the band called Black Monk Time 
and get as much Monk action from the many demo 
tapes and live recordings they have. 
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By Ross Currie
(Host of Salvaged Sounds Tuesday 
6:00-7:00pm)

Lyle’s Place has been a fixture in 
Victoria’s music retail community 
for 32 years. The shop started out 
as a bookstore at parliament mews 
in James Bay in 1982; primarily 
focusing on books while stocking a 
small selection of vinyl. “It seemed 
that people were more interested 
in the music, rather than the books. 
So we decided to move our store 
downtown and become a record 
shop,” says co-owner Janice Lyle 
who runs the shop with her husband 
Rod. 

The current location on Yates Street 
stocks a “little bit of everything,” 
says Lyle. Housing a large selection 
of music memorabilia ranging from 
posters, t-shirts and buttons. As well 
as DVD’s, movie posters and pop 

culture related items. The shop still 
houses a large back-catalogue of 
CD’s, a small selection of cassettes 
and vinyl records, as well as being 
an outlet for local concert and 
festival tickets. 

The shop’s focus on being a 
place to go for CD’s collectors/
shoppers is another selling point, 
and is something that the Lyle’s 
are proud of. “Victoria has become 
a destination for CD buyers,” says 
Lyle. “Most cities don’t have a CD 
store anymore,” she adds. What’s 
quickly becoming a niche market 
is something that attracts a base 
of collectors all the way from 
Washington State to Alberta who are 
looking for a back catalogue of CD’s.

The Lyle’s attribute the longevity of 
their shop to maintaining this variety 

throughout the years, and adapting 
to the ever-changing music retail 
landscape. “The industry isn’t what 
it used to be, but we’re carrying 
on. We don’t want to leave it,” 
says Lyle. Running a music shop 
in this day and age is certainly not 
easy, but it’s a job that is extremely 
important to the community in many 
respects. Especially for a shop that 
has served the community as long 
as Lyle’s Place has. 

Time will tell if Lyle’s place will still 
be a place to shop, browse, listen 
or discuss all things music and pop 
culture another 32 years down the 
road; but without a doubt the shop 
has firmly established its place in 
Victoria’s music retail scene and 
will continue to give shoppers and 
passers-by a “little bit of everything” 
for years to come.

local profile:
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ON SPIRIT, MUSIC, FOOD AND SEX

By Janet Rogers
(Host of Native Waves Radio Tuesday 2:00-3:00pm)

Fresh off her critically acclaimed (and Polaris Prize 
nominated) record Animism, Inuit throat singer, 
performer, musician and all-around artist Tanya Tagaq 
talks with Native Waves Radio host Janet Rogers.

JR
A little bit about your process; what it looks like to 
me, is someone who is completely opening their 
creative channels throughout their whole body. If this 
is actually what it’s like for you, how do you resolve 
being so open, after you perform?

TT
I think it’s a day-to-day thing; I’m a pretty open person. 
I try not to carry too much. It’s a daily ritual of making 
sure there are no blockages and getting rid of a lot 
of stuff that comes naturally within myself. Getting on 
stage is always pretty cathartic, but the process of the 
abolishment of shame is a huge thing for me when it 
comes to the shows. I want to completely accept all 
the terrible parts of the world and myself and allow it 
to exist and allow it to happen. I figure if I can throw 
the worst and ugliest parts of myself it gives people 
permission to be themselves and then it becomes 

symbiotic, which works well for me because I leave 
and I feel a lot clearer.

JR
What kind of reactions have you seen from people 
when you perform?

TT
Everything. I’ve had everything from people throwing 
their beer bottles at me, screaming, people angry, 
mad and people crying their faces off, like really 
crying from right in their heart. I’ve had laughing. I’ve 
had boners. I’ve had everything. I think it’s what each 
individual needs to feel.

JR
I find the Inuit legends and Inuit culture is very 
sexual. Is this part of who you are?

TT
Well it’s part of who we all are. When it comes to 
sexuality I find something very, very interesting in this 
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JR
When you win the Polaris Music Prize, what will 
happen then? 

TT
It’s of course terribly exciting, but horribly terrifying. 
Pitching people against each other in this reality 
show kind of way is a little scary. Because inevitably 
there’s a winner but then there are a bunch of 
disappointed people and that’s kind of mean. Then 
every body is hoping for it, you feel kind of good 
when you win and you feel kind of bad when you 
win. This music industry is full of so much garbage; 
over produced auto tuned really template ideas and 
I think people are just really hungry for something 
real. There are a lot of people with a lot of money 
that deserve it (the Prize) and some people with no 
money who deserve it. There’s artistic merit in every 
single one of those people. Of course I want to win 
it, I’m not going to lie and say I don’t, but there are 
some people you’d be happier to lose against than 
others. 

To hear the complete interview with Tanya Tagaq go 
to the Native Waves Radio SoundCloud page. 

culture. Number one, there’s a skewed perception 
of what women are, and what sexuality is. If you 
look at the history of culture from foot binding to 
corsets, to starving yourself to breast implants. 
There has often been this way to edge women in 
to not being able to move. The long nails and high 
heels you can’t run in them. The removal of the 
physicality of the strength in order to submit and 
that’s the funny thing. I instinctively know what 
femininity is. When I was giving birth and when 
I’m fucking and when I’m in love, and it’s a very 
powerful thing.  There’s nothing more beautiful 
than a woman that totally knows her body and 
likes to have sex and is not ashamed of it. Its not 
about power and isn’t playing a game. It isn’t about 
looking a certain way; it is about being a certain 
way. 

JR
Who or what are you joining with to birth what you 
do as a singer?

TT
Well this is where things get really murky. Nothing 
is intentional process. It is something completely 
accidental when I first started singing. Breaking 
away from this reality. When you really trust 
yourself and you see how someone moves and 
you can sense his or her intent. And when it comes 
to the music I’ll sit in this kind of reality and then 
it all falls away and it happens by itself; I don’t try 
to make it happen and when it doesn’t want to 
happen, I don’t try to make it happen. It’s about 
respecting what’s there. People have asked me 
before and I’m finally starting to understand it. 

JR
In terms of food how important is food to what you 
do as a performer?

TT
The food is absolutely, important. It is one of 
the main parts of the performance. You can’t 
go on with an empty battery. What I’m doing is 
so physical. Traditional throat songs are 2 to 
5 minutes for a reason. If I’m not well fueled I 
won’t be able to release my body because I’ll be 
distracted by what my body wants. If you’re going 
to elevate you cant be worried about what your 
body wants. 

THE
 TURNTABLE
QUALITY USED CDS, RECORDS

TAPES AND, MEMORABILIA 
FAN TAN ALLEY  CHINATOWN
VICTORIA BC 250 382 5543 
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Laggards
EP 4 U
Cloudsounds

Laggards’ debut EP 4 U is 
here, and it’s about damn 
time. EP 4 U dances the line 
between cheerfully haunting 
music that you would find in 
a nightclub, to the soundtrack 
you would expect screeching 
across the desolate stars in a 
stolen spaceship. Laggards 
are a Wonder Twins-esque 
team-up of local Victoria DJ’s 
OKPK and Olav. Laggards 
are anything but, maybe 
therein lies the irony. EP 4 U 
is every atom club vibes fun 
as it is a procession of robotic 
street drummers in a sci-fi 
Agrabah, banging away on 
dusty busted body parts and 
broken gyros. R&B moments 
give way to sliced and diced 
vocals that inhabit the tracks 
like the fevered dreams of 
a ghost within the machine. 
Laggards could play the 
nightclub from Tron just as 
easily as they could play 
“Mike Tyson” to the ring for a 
round of Punch Out!!. EP 4 U 
is fun though ghostly, astral 
though earthen, and above all 
riddled with epic club feels.

- Joshua Collis 

CAthedrAls
CAthedrAls EP
Self-Released

Victoria, by way of some 
distant astral plane, 
CAthedrAls is a joint project 
comprised of vocalist 
Toni Hiatt, MC Harold 
Hejazi and producer Dan 
Godlavitch. Their self-titled 
six-track debut EP offers 
up 22-minutes of spiritually 
attuned, soulful cosmic trip-
hop. The off-kilter, glitchy 
and exceptionally clean 
production courtesy of 
Godlavitch (OKPK, Laggards) 
ties everything together, 
providing a blissful (at times 
warped) backdrop to contrast 
the silky smooth vocals of 
Hiatt with the raspy drawl 
of Hejazi. With track titles 
like “Humility”, “Conjuring”, 
“Offering” and “Vessels”, the 
trio wastes no time exploring 
themes of consciousness, 
love and spirituality over 
the short time span of the 
EP. For a debut release, its 
subject matter and production 
sets a high standard for the 
project moving forward, as 
well as good starting point to 
exploring the themes covered 
on the EP on a more concise 
or grander scale moving 
forward. Be sure to look for 
this on the inter web when it 
drops September 30th.

- Ross Currie

Salvaged Sounds Tuesday 
6:00-7:00pm

 

Sabota
Sabota
Hybridity

The new self-titled release 
from Vancouver-based duo 
Sabota has struck a chord 
with West coast music fans. 
The duo is made up of Robbie 
Slade’s raspy-smooth vocals, 
and Max Ulis’ experimental 
house sound. Robbie Slade 
twists Sabota’s sound with 
influence from his other 
project, Humans, in a way that 
complements both groups 
while still keeping their unique 
identities. This release was 
initially scheduled as an EP, 
but after careful deliberation, 
the duo decided that they had 
too much good music to share 
and delayed the release from 
November 2013 to February 
2014.  “Stumble”, has an 
upbeat tempo and acts as the 
heartbeat of the entire album 
as the songs build up, and 
releases tension before and 
after it. The album’s single, 
“Next Time”, layers Charlie 
Damara’s deep vocals over 
one of Ulis’ drum-heavy beats, 
with Slade’s voice acting as 
the bridge between the two. 
San Francisco DJ, Grenier, 
puts a spin on the single 
injecting a more upbeat tempo 
on the release’s bonus track. 
Max Ulis and Robbie Slade 
both have fulltime gigs playing 
music in the Vancouver 
club scene, however this 
collaboration takes the listener 
deeper into the night and 
produces music to watch the 
sunrise to. 

- Alex Kerr

Karol Conka
Batuk Freak
Mr Bongo

Since kick-starting her 
career at the age of 17 by 
winning a high school music 
competition, Brazilian singer 
songwriter Karol Conka has 
been edging her way into the 
hip hop industry. Now, three 
years after being nominated 
for her single “Good Night” at 
the 2011 Brazilian MTV Music 
Awards, Conka is releasing 
her debut album Batuk 
Freak. Nave, the man behind 
the album is no stranger to 
success and is credited for 
having produced hits for some 
of Brazil’s biggest rappers. 
The 12-track album is a 
collection of catchy hip hop 
beats and mouthy Portuguese 
lyrics that strike a balance 
between a less freaky Die 
Antwoord and MIA’s female-
powered verses. Although 
there isn’t a single word 
of English in Batuk Freak, 
Conka’s rapping chops speak 
for themselves in her colourful 
breakout album.

- Olivia Perry
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Mark Alexander McIntyre
Grapes
One Kind Favor

Grapes, Mark Alexander 
McIntyre’s most recent 
musical endeavour is a firm 
and uncompromising piece 
of ‘screaming silence,’ that 
at varying moments feels 
confused and schizophrenic, 
yet calmly confident at the 
same time. The album is 
split into three mutually 
complementing acts. The 
first act consists of McIntyre’s 
lone-wolf-detriment, stripped 
down to its folk-quintessence; 
a lo-fi cosmos of tunnel 
acoustics that reminds one 
of Charles Manson before 
that whole murder-cult 
thing, when he was a more 
than decent musician. The 
second act consists of only 
1 minute and 34 seconds, 
but interjects a psychedelic 
interlude consisting of 
motorcycles, crying toddlers, 
roars, pistol-shots and world 
wars in a wide array of 
malevolent sounds. “A Birth, 
A Death, The Dark, The 
Light” constitutes a turning 
point from which the album 
slowly rises to its climax 
on “Tell Me,” in an electric-
organic anthemic orgy. Any 
frequent listener of Greg 
Ashley, Tallest Man on Earth, 
or even Woody Guthrie, will 
find all the fun and emotional 
disaster they could ever want 
in this myriad of sadness, 
malcontent and, ultimately, 
beauty.  

- Petter Ness

Shabazz Palaces
Lese Majesty
Sub Pop 

Lese Majesty is the second 
full length and cosmic offering 
from Seattle hip hop outfit 
Shabazz Palaces. It consists 
of 18 tracks in total, divided 
up into 7 ‘astral suites’. Here, 
the duo exhibits refinement 
of their sound, giving it a 
fresh polish so that it can be 
heard in a new light. And as 
they most likely intended, 
it can be caught from outer 
space. With sparkling 
arpeggios, extraterrestrial 
808s, and their signature 
mangled vocals washing 
up in waves of reverb, this 
is Shabazz Palaces at their 
most intriguing. The obscure 
rapping being blended with 
textural, ambient beats 
signals nothing short of a 
psychedelic trip. The most 
robotic of sounds melt into 
saccharine chords on “They 
Come In Gold”; a testimony 
to the limitless possibilities 
in the other world these 
guys are coming from. The 
lyrical themes vary, but are 
consistent in inviting the 
listener into an ethereal 
domain with their grand 
surrealist gestures. If Black 
Up was the pair exploring the 
sonic realm they had created, 
Lese Majesty is them 
demonstrating what they’ve 
learned - and it is beautiful.

- Nathan Cramer

The 24th Street Wailers
Wicked
Self-Released

From the kick off title track 
to the finale, “Shake It”, 
there are thirteen songs of 
joy and pleasure, played 
by these Canadian R&B/
swingers, typical of their 
earlier successes. While the 
sound is rockin’, rent-party, 
dance music, reminiscent 
of the 1930s, the band is 
very modern and stylish, not 
given to long self-indulgent 
solos. Rather, Jon Wong’s 
sax provides subtle fills and 
delicious short wails that take 
you back to the early days 
of rock. Drummer, vocalist, 
songwriter Lindsay Beaver 
is very much the modern 
woman; no coy, shy, or 
restrained crooning for her. 
The band provides her with 
every opportunity to be the 
powerful dominant voice of 
this group, again more typical 
of the African-American 
urban culture of the inter-
war years, but with a very 
“with it”, contemporary feel. 
This record could have been 
called Sassy, or Brassy... or 
any other cheeky description 
of this rapidly maturing band, 
but Wicked sure enough 
sets the tone. If you like 
having fun you will love their 
music (Just listen to “Bones’ 
Bounce”).

- Jim Martens

Blues in the Morning Friday 
9:00-11:00am

Cosy Father 
Loser Birds 
Self-Released

The music of local folk 
songstress Cosy Father 
is equally as mystic and 
entracing as the city in which 
she crafted her latest release 
Loser Birds. Strikingly 
similar to the work of famed 
British chanteuse Vashti 
Bunyan, Loser Birds is a 
very minimalist album which 
features looping plucked 
guitar lines and swirling 
vocals which carefully echo 
back in whisps of saturated 
tape delay. Overall a very 
intimate experience. Behind 
each track exists a soft 
drone of tape hiss and room 
sound which absolutely 
blankets the songs in a layer 
of familiarity. With voice 
and a guitar being the only 
instruments employed by the 
recordings, one is greeted 
by a very close environment 
between the artist and the 
listener. Cosy Father tells 
great stories and one cannot 
escape from being drawn 
in. From the screen printed 
artwork to the rawness of 
the sound on these tracks, 
Loser Birds feels completely 
hand made and sincere. 
As a whole, Loser Birds is 
a glimpse into the life of a 
self proclaimed “Reclusive 
Hillbilly” by using the tradition 
of folk songwriting. Take 
this as an invitation to get 
comfortable. 

- Tayler Thompson
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**charts as reported to cmj and !earshot april-august 2014**

* Canadian

+ Local

Top 10

1. Mac Demarco – Salad Days (Captured Tracks)*

2. Jons – Serfs Of Today (Self-Released)+

3. BadBadNotGood – III (Pirates Blend)*

4. Chad Van Gaalen – Shrink Dust (Flemish Eye)*

5. Timber Timbre – Hot Dreams (Arts & Crafts)*

6. Ought 6. Ought – More Than Any Other Day (Constellation)

7. The Roots - …And Then You Shoot Your Cousin (Def Jam)

8. Naomi Shelton & The Gospel – Cold World (Daptone)

9. Laggards – EP 4 U (Self-Released)+

10. Monomyth – Saturnalia Regalia (Mint)*

Loud

1. Greys – If Anything (Carpark)*

2. Fucked Up – Glass Boys (Arts & Crafts)

3. Perfect Pussy – Say Yes To Love (Captured Tracks)*

4. Atrous Leviathan – Brazen Bull (Self-Released)+

5. Throne of Vengeance – Live Evil (Self-Released)*

Jazz

1. BadBadNotGood – III (Pirates Blend)*

2. Cory Weeds – As Of Now (Cellar Live)*

3. The Souljazz Orchestra – Inner Fire (Strut)

4. Bria Skonberg – Into Your Own (Random Act)*

5. Nels Cline Singers – Macroscope (Mac Avenue)

Folk/Blues

1. Timber Timbre – Hot Dreams (Arts & Crafts)*

2. Naomi Shelton & The Gospel – Cold World (Daptone)

3. Tanya Tagaq – Animism (Six Shooter)*

4. Cosy Father – Boozer Lerds (Self-Released)+

5. Jim Byrnes – St. Louis Times (Black Hen)*

Hip Hop

1. The Roots - …And Then You Shoot Your Cousin (Def Jam)

2. Various – Our Vinyl Weighs A Ton: This Is Stones Throw Records (Stones Throw)

3. Shabazz Palaces – Lese Majesty (Sub Pop)

4. Sisyphus – Sisyphus (Joyful Noise/ Asthmatic Kitty)

5. Freddie Gibbs & Madlib – Pinata (Madlib Invasion)

Electronic

1. Laggards – EP 4 U (Self-Released)+

2. Sabota – Sabota (Hybridity)*

3. *various – Green Team Presents: Solar Mass Vol. II (Solar Mass Collective)*

4. Brian Eno & Karl Hyde – High Life (Warp)

5. Tycho – Awake (Ghsotly)

World

1. Various – Sounds of Siam Vol.2: Molam & Luk Thung Isan from North-East 

  Thailand 1970-1982 (Soundway)

2. Ibibio Sound Machine – Ibibio Sound Machine (Soundway)

3. Meta Meta – Metal Metal (Mais Um Discos)

4. Seun Kuti & Fela’s Egypt 80 – A Long Way To The Beginning (Because Music)

5. William Onyeabor 5. William Onyeabor – What? (Luaka Bop)
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By Phoenix Bain
(Host of Sounds in the Attic Tuesday 
9:00-10:30pm)

Local band Jons have taken over 
music bills all over town in the last 
year. Debuting in 2012 at the UVic 
Visual Arts show, they have since 
made their mark in the local scene 
and ventured to Calgary for Sled 
Island to bring their youthful, fuzzed 
out, shoe gaze to the rest of Canada.

Serfs of Today, the debut effort 
from local bands Jons, resonates 
like a 35mm film of a beach day 
with your friends in your early 
20s. The voice of Patrick Rendell 
overtop the mesmerizing guitars of 
David Parry and rhythm section of 
Keenan Mittag-Degala (Drums) and 
Logan Holmes (Bass) wrap up this 
perfect package of summer wonder 
on the sunshine coast. A sense of 
youthfulness rings true throughout 
the entire album with hints of 
influence from Bowie with dabs of 
Mac DeMarco, late 60s psychedelic, 
and the Brian Jonestown Massacre. 

The project began with each member 
independently writing a bit of 

music before coming together and 
beginning to jam. Everything fell into 
place, including a quick band name 
referencing an inside joke in 2012, 
however, the album was a long time 
coming.

“We were on [CFUV] in January, and 
we [told them], ‘We are going to have 
an album out in two weeks!’” laughs 
Holmes. “I was feeling very confident 
at the time.” Rendell adds. But why 
the time lapse? 

“It was a good way to [record the 
album] because we would record 
songs and then think they were 
good, but then we would record other 
ones that were better. They sort of 
replaced the old ones and scrapped 
them as we were making better 
ones,” says Rendell. The recording 
process was entirely done by the four 
members with some digital support 
and a tape machine. 

“We realized how picky you [have] 
to be, it’s not as easy as making a 
few songs… [but] tapes are cool. It 
sounds warm and it’s easy to do,” 
says Holmes.

Jons stand out in the local scene 
with a sound at a lower decibel mark 
and a woozy sway from their typical 
audience. Mittag-Degala chimes 
in with a description, adding that, 
“I definitely feel like [our music] is 
a little less angular than a lot of 
the music that’s popular right now 
in the music scene. Less, I guess, 
abrasive.”

This sums up the four piece perfectly. 
Despite the textured sound that 
Jons offers setting their listeners in a 
glazed mood, they do have a softer 
edge than most of the regular haunts 
at Logan’s. 

As four students, Jons are, as they 
say, “landlocked” for a while in the 
local scene. With a few upcoming 
shows, a physical release of their 
debut album in the near future, 
and possible new releases in the 
next year, they are not planning on 
slowing down anytime soon. “We’ve 
been making some new songs lately 
that we’re excited about.” Rendell 
answers. Logan adds, “We want to 
keep putting out stuff and playing as 
many shows as we can.” 
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Antimatter [media art]

Oct 17 to Nov 1
2014

Victoria BC Canada

ScreeningS
inStallationS
PerformanceS

17th Annual

International 
Media Art and 

Experimental Cinema antimatter.ca
250 385 3327

We acknowledge the 
financial assistance of the 

Province of British Columbia

SREEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRT

SREEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRT

stay connected - facebook.com/uvssfelicitas

NO COVER:  

4 days of 

the week!

FELICITA
S.CA

                Do you like FREE? Ya you do! 

                                     Felicitas Campus Pub welcomes students & 
                                non-students to FREE events at the pub. 
                          There’s no cover charge on 
                   Local Music Mondays – 2 local bands play, 
            pool tournament & trivia tournament Tuesdays, 
                  Band of the Month on Wednesdays, 
   & Karaoke Thursdays. Also, our pubs pool table 
is always free! Feel free to come by... 
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By Ross Currie

Take a ride on the Night Bus, it leaves every Saturday 
night at 9:00PM from CFUV’s basement studio and its 
last stop is 10:30PM. Points covered (but not limited 
to) include West Coast and UK bass music, jungle, 
juke, 2-step, drum n’ bass, garage, hip-hop, house, 
techno and any other eclectic forms of electronic 
music that your driver Pascale chooses to blare out 
of her speakers. “Now that I have a show, I embrace 
more kinds of music. There’s so much good music 
flowing through the radio station,” says Pascale. 
Which is a good thing for fans that appreciate the 
variety and complexity of music that falls under the 
umbrellas of “electronic”; or any other forms of music 
that you may hear on the Night Bus. 

Sighting the Gorillaz album Demon Days as a starting 
point into exploring electronic music. As well as having 
a deep appreciation for Canadian electronic artist 
Caribou, elusive UK bass producer Burial and British 
DJ/producer extraordinaire Four Tet. These artists all 
attribute to the creation of the Night Bus, which pays 
homage to a Burial track of the same name, as well as 
an auditory account of the host’s experiences riding 
Vancouver’s infamous late night bus routes. 

The host envisions the tracks played on her show to 
find their place in an imaginary lounge somewhere 
within the city. Not too heavy, or aggressive. Finding 
the perfect balance of music that is on the lower end 
of the BPM spectrum, while still finding time for those 
more energetic tunes at the host’s discretion. “My 
show goes in waves all the time. Some weeks it’ll be 
more downtempo, which is perfectly suitable for late at 
night. And other nights I’ll just get really energetic and 
play more late night dance music,” she says. Whether 
you’re preference is jamming out, or mellowing out, 
the Night Bus will do its best to make sure all stops 
are covered before the ride comes to an end. 

“I let the music speak for me,” she says. Keeping 
a low profile and staying true to tunes and the vibe 
she creates week-to-week is something that the host 
takes to heart. “The best part of hosting a show is 
knowing that someone out there is enjoying the music 
your playing, at the same time as you are,” she adds. 
Which happens to be a quintessential relationship 
between the radio DJ and its anonymous listeners. 
If you’re a fan of electronic music in all its forms, the 
Night Bus is certainly a ride with its fair share of twists 
and turns, but with help from your driver, she’ll do her 
best to get you home safe. 

nightbus
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facebook.com/rifflandia twitter: @rifflandia instagram: @rifflandia

Tickets available at Rifflandia.com, Royal McPherson Box Office, Ditch Records and Lyle's Place in Victoria!

DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE•GIRL TALK•SERENA RYDER
ZEDS DEAD•DANNY BROWN•THE AIRBORNE TOXIC EVENT

THE NEW PORNOGRAPHERS•DRAGONETTE•RUSKO•HILLTOP HOODS
AIRBOURNE • HALF MOON RUN • DEL THE FUNKY HOMOSAPIEN

DUM DUM GIRLS • LATYRX • THE SKATALITES • PICKWICK
WE ARE SCIENTISTS • BORN RUFFIANS • LE BUTCHERETTES

KOOL KEITH • TIGER AND WOODS • PAPER DIAMOND • ADAM COHEN
JON AND ROY • THE BEATNUTS • RICH AUCOIN • ZION I

ADDISON GROOVE • ASTRAL SWANS • AVALON EMERSON • THE BALLANTYNES • BNW (BLONDTRON & WASPY)
BUM • CHOIR CHOIR CHOIR • DEAR ROUGE • DRALMS • THE GLORIOUS SONS

GOOD FOR GRAPES • GRAZE • HEAD OF THE HERD • HORSE FEATHERS • HRDVSION
HUMANS (DJ SET) • IVAN & ALYOSHA • JPNSGRLS • KALLE MATTSON • KANDLE & THE KROOKS
KEYS N KRATES • KYTAMI • LOWELL • LIGHTNING DUST • LIINKS • MANCUB • MARK MILLS

MAX ULIS • MIAMI NIGHTS 1984 • MICHAEL RED • MINDIL BEACH • MONOLITHIUM
MOZART’S SISTER • NEON STEVE • THE NUMERO GROUP • OLD MAN CANYON

OLIVER SWAIN'S BIG MACHINE • PAPER LIONS • POIRIER • PS I LOVE YOU • RATKING
RISING APPALACHIA • RENNIE FOSTER • REUBEN AND THE DARK • ROCOCODE • THE ROPER SHOW

SABOTA • SIMS (OF DOOMTREE) • SINGLE MOTHERS • SONREAL • TESSELA • THE VALUABLES
VASKI • WAX ROMEO • WE HUNT BUFFALO • ZERBIN • ZEUS

222 • ACAB ROCKY • ANNIE BECKER • DJ APPLECAT • BATTERY POACHER • BOCCE AVOCADO • BODIES • CHERSEA • CHET • THE CHOIR
CLOSE THE BOMBAY DOORS • COCAHALA • COOL • COWARDS • COYOTE • DAMN FOOLS • DAVENPORT • DAVID VERTESI • DEAD AIR

DEAD SOFT • DERRIVAL • DEVON COYOTE • ELECTRIC OAK • ELLICE BLACKOUT • EMPLICIT • EN NOIR & NATRON • EXAM • FALL FAIR CAR
FOX GLOVE • THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC • GI BLUNT • GROSSBUSTER • HASHMAN DEEJAY • HI-Q SOUNDSYSTEM • HUNTING

ISOBEL TRIGGER • JACKIE TRASH • JACQUES PORVEAU • JASPER SLOAN YIP • JODY GLENHAM • KATE KURDYAK • LAGGARDS • LETR B
LITTLE INDIA • LITTLE WILD • LOLA PARKS • LUCA FOGALE • MANIAC • MF JONES • MINTO • NAPALMPOM • NEEDS

THE NEW GROOVEMENT • NOAH EDWARDS • PAPERBOY & THE MESSENGERS • PAX • DJ PRIMITIVE • PUNKERSLUT • RALEIGH • RIIIVR
ROSIE JUNE • RUBY KARINTO • SAM WEBER • SHAPRECE • SHAWN MRAZEK LIVES! • THE SHILOHS • SIDNEY YORK • SINESTHETIX

SKYE WALLACE • SMASH BOOM POW • SPEED CONTROL • DJ STALLION • TAAL MALA • THIEVES • DJ TIM HORNER • TRANSIENT
DJ TREVER • TWIN BANDIT • VICTORIA HIGH R&B BAND • VISIONIST • THE WILD ROMANTICS • WILLHORSE

WIMPS • WINDMILLS • WINTERMITTS • DJ WOOD
LAFFLANDIA!  FEAT U R I NG :

 ROB PUE • MIKE DELAMONT • IVAN DECKER •MYLES ANDERSON • DARCY COLLINS • IVAN DECKER •SHAWN O'HARA

We acknowledge the financial support
of Canada's Private Radio Broadcasters.
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